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Recent Conditions - 
Labor force, jobs & 
wages improving 
Maine and U.S. unemployment rates continue to 






























































…A steadily rising share of employed population is the 























































































…While lower labor force participation is the 





















































































The labor force participation rate is the 
sum of the share of the population 
that is employed and unemployed. 
Jobless people not actively engaged in 
work search are not in the labor force. 
The share of the population not in the labor force is close to 
pre-recession levels in Maine, but continues to rise 
nationally. The share not employed has been declining for 



















































































Maine Not in LF
U.S. Not in LF














































































































































1985 to 2007 
averages 










































































































































Long-term unemployed figures are author's estimates based on 
Current Population Survey annual average for 2003 to 2013. 
With a lower unemployment 
rate and higher rate of labor 
force participation, Maine 
has much less labor force 
slack than the United 
States. 







































































…Government declines continue, 



























































































Real total wages paid have started to trend higher 































































































































Total Wages (right scale)
Outlook to 2022 –  
Our advancing age 
structure will seriously 
constrain labor force & 
job growth 
 
(Center for Workforce Research soon to 
publish employment outlook to 2022) 
From 2012 to 2022 the total population is expected to be 
relatively unchanged. Underlying that is a large rise in the 





































Our 25 to 54 prime working-age population peaked 
















Source: Maine Office of Policy and Management. 
Labor force participation is highly 
































































Labor force participation rate
Employment to Population Ratio





















We expect labor force participation to rise for both 
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…And even larger increases in employment to population 
ratios as unemployment declines. This will partially offset 
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The net effect will be a small decline in the labor force 









































































Growth has slowed precipitously since the late 1980s, 

























Last summer we looked at this alternative forecast based on 


















































































































Alternative Based on Population and Participation by Age Group
Since then CEFC has moderated and CWRI has (slightly) 
increased job growth expectations…and recent job 



























































































































CEFC February 2014 Forecast
CWRI Forecast to 2022
Since then CEFC has moderated and CWRI has (slightly) 
increased job growth expectations…and recent job 



























































































































CEFC February 2014 Forecast
CWRI Forecast to 2022
Since then CEFC has moderated and CWRI has (slightly) 
increased job growth expectations …and recent job 
estimates have been up unusually rapidly. This rate of 



























































































































CEFC February 2014 Forecast
CWRI Forecast to 2022
Appendix 
Labor Force Participation Rate Projections 
to 2022 by Age Group for Maine (from 
CWRI) and the United States (from Bureau 
of Labor Statistics). The CWRI employment 
and labor force forecast is based on these 
rates of participation combined with the 
age-group population projections provided 
























































































LF Participation Age 16-19 
























































































LF Participation Age 20-24 
























































































LF Participation Age 25-34 
























































































LF Participation Age 35-44 
























































































LF Participation Age 45-54 
























































































LF Participation Age 55-64 
























































































LF Participation Age 65+ 
























































































LF Participation Age 16+ 
























































































U.S. LF Participation Age 65+ 
Projected 65-69M US 70-74M US 75+M US
65-69F US 70-74F US 75+F US
